
The machine was developed to significantly increase the produc-
tive capacities of companies supplying protective PE foam corner
and custom-cut products. This automatic machine requires mini-
mum workforce, just one (1) operator inserting profiles/pipes into
the machine and/or controlling the machine via touch-screen
panel. 

The machine was designed to cut-out a “V” shape from different
sizes of profiles or even pipes. The dimensions of the cut-out part
and the distance between each cut can be adjusted. Depending
on the size and type of the profile/pipe, from one (1) and up to
six (6) profiles/pipes can be processed contemporaneously. The
parameters are easily set and visualized on LCD panel with pos-
sibility to set continuous product cutting. This function is very use-
ful in case the profiles/pipes are entering into the machine directly
from unwinders (no workforce involved) and the product dimen-
sions has to stay always the same. 

Each machine is equipped with fully Automatic Corner Welding
System which enables precise and fast production. Depending on
the size and type of the profile/pipe, one (1) and up to six (6)
pieces can be processed contemporaneously. The guaranteed pro-
ductivity of the machine is 18 pieces per minute, when working
on six (6) lanes. 

The products are automatically collected by a belt conveyor and
transported into a selected box. 

CONVERTING MACHINE:  

CUTTING AND CORNER MAKING MACHINE



Technical specification

Cutting and Corner making machine

Max number of lanes/streams 6

Corner productivity Max. 18 pieces/min

Materials EPE pipe and profiles

Main machine dimensions 3.910 x 1.630 mm

Product dimensions range

Profile/pipe Dimension Max num. of
working 

lanes/streams

“U” Profiles ≤ U35-45 6
“L” Profiles ≤ L75 6

Pipes ≤ ø75 6
“U” Profiles ≥U35-45 4

≤ U60-80
Pipes ≥ø75 4

≤ ø90

“U” Profiles ≥U80-100 2

Max. side length of the corner: 200mm
Max. length of custom-cut profile/pipe: no limit

PRODUCTS PRODUCED ON MACHINE

PE foam pipe corners PE foam profile corners

Custom-cut profiles “L” Corners


